
End to end evaluation of the ISL View4You broadcast newstranscription systemT. Kemp�, M. Weber, A. WaibelISL Interactive systems laboratories, University of Karlsruhe,Am Fasanengarten 5, 76129 Karlsruhe, Germanykemp@sony.de, weber@ira.uka.de, ahw@cs.cmu.eduAbstractIn this paper, we introduce the Interactive Systems Laboratories video indexing and retrievalsystem 'View4You'. The main components of the system, namely the segmenter, the speechrecognizer and the information retrieval engine, are described in detail.In the View4You system, public television newscasts are recorded on a daily basis. Thenewscasts are automatically segmented and an index is created for each of the segments bymeans of automatic speech recognition. The user can query the system in natural language.The system returns a list of segments which is sorted by relevance with respect to the userquery. By selecting a segment, the user can watch the corresponding part of the news showon his or her computer screen.Several end to end evaluations on real world data, using questions from naive users, aredescribed. By substituting each of the components of the system with a perfect (manuallysimulated) one, the e�ect of the components' imperfection on the end to end result can bedetermined. We show, that the information retrieval component has the largest impact onthe system performance, followed by the segmentation. The quality of the speech recognizer,as long as its error rate is below approximately 25%, is shown to have only a relatively smallimportance.1 IntroductionMore and more information is produced and stored in the form of video data which is opaqueto textual queries. The manual indexing of video material, however, is tedious, time-consumingand expensive. To facilitate searchable databases of video data, an automatic way of creatingan index is highly desirable. The goal of the View4You system is to provide a framework forresearch aimed in this direction, by creating a limited, but operational prototype system thatallows the optimization and evaluation of both the relevant components and the system as awhole.The video material for our prototype system is taken from public TV newscasts. The mainadvantage of this approach is the easy access to large amounts of videos. Additionally, newsshows o�er a high variety of acoustical conditions and topics, which makes their indexing andretrieval a scienti�cally challenging task.Figure 1 shows a block diagram of the View4You prototype system. Public newscasts arerecorded daily using standard consumer electronics equipment. The newscasts are then automat-ically segmented into chunks of approximately 10 to 90 seconds length. For each of the segments,a speech recognizer generates a hypothesis of the segment's audio. The segment boundaries, thehypothesis of the speech recognizer and the video data for the segment are stored in the multi-media database. From the internet, newspaper articles are collected and added to the database.�Now with SONY International (Europe) GmbH, 70736 Fellbach



User queries can be issued in natural language, and can be entered either by keyboard or througha speech interface. They are processed by the query server, which performs a search in the mul-timedia database and returns the found segments sorted by relevance (similarity) with regard tothe query. In our frontend, the retrieved video segments are presented as thumbnail pictures ofthe beginning of the video segment, and found newspaper texts are represented by a graphicalsymbol. By clicking on the picture or the symbol, the video is played on the screen. Newspapertexts are displayed in a text window.Much research has been focused on each of the components of the View4You system, mostlyon the automatic speech recognition of broadcast news data (Kubala et al, 1997)(Gauvain etal, 1997)(Woodland et al, 1997)(Wegmann et al, 1999)(Chen et al, 1999)(Beyerlein et al, 1999).However, we are aware of only one other complete video indexing system (by CMU's Informe-dia group (Hauptmann and Wactlar, 1997)), that allows the actual retrieval of automaticallytranscribed broadcast news videos. Also, several systems have been presented that handle othertypes of spoken documents (e.g. (Young et al, 1997)(Choi et al, 1998)).
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Figure 2: User interface3 The broadcast news database3.1 The news programOur German data is collected from a German TV news show called 'tagesschau' (which canbe translated as 'view of the day'). The 'tagesschau' is by far the most prominent newscaston German TV: between 8 p.m. and 8:15 p.m, which is its scheduled time since 1961, everythird German TV set is regularly switched to the 'tagesschau'. Events of all types are reported,including sports and business news. The look is very traditional: the anchor speaker reads thenews from a sheet of paper in front of him or her, and there are neither jingles separating thedi�erent reports nor background music of any type. The anchor speaker segments are intermixedwith reports from di�erent events. The audio for the reports originates either from the locationof the shot itself, or is supplemented by a studio o� speaker. In the latter case, the originalaudio is still played, but with decreased volume.3.2 Data collectionThe TV news shows are received from the television satellite ASTRA-1b and are stored asMPEG-compressed �les, using the MPEG-1 compression algorithms. The total data rate of theMPEG stream is set to 1.2 MBit/s. The audio data is compressed using MPEG audio layer2 compression at a data rate of 192 kbit/s and a sampling rate of 44.1 kHz. In a recognitionexperiment, we compared this with compressing the audio at a sampling rate of 32 kHz whilemaintaining a data rate of 192 kbit/s, which should result in better quality in the relevantfrequency range from 0 to 16 kHz. However, there was no signi�cant di�erence in the word errorrate, so that we decided to continue working with the 44.1 kHz sampling rate, thereby ensuringcompatibility to the data format used in CMU's Informedia project (Wactlar et al, 1999).The recorded audio signal is sampled down to a 16 kHz/16 bit PCM format which is usedthroughout all experiments. The video part of the signal is stored 'as is' to allow video output



in the prototype system. It is not used for the creation of the database index.There are large di�erences in style between the US news shows used by the ARPA broad-cast news evaluations (NIST, 1998) and the 'tagesschau' newscast. We tried to segment the'tagesschau' using the same so-called F-conditions used by ARPA, but found that three out of7 di�erent F-conditions (F1, F5 and FX) are virtually nonexistent in the 'tagesschau'. Most ofthe data would be categorized into one of two other F-conditions. Therefore, we decided to useonly two classes, anchor-speaker and non-anchor, where 'anchor-speaker' can be identi�ed withARPA's F0 condition, and 'non-anchor' means everything else (and would mostly be tagged F4or F2).In the 'tagesschau' recordings, roughly 60% of the data is speech from male speakers. About40% of the data is anchor speaker speech, i.e. high-bandwidth high-quality recordings withoutadditive background noise.4 The automatic SegmenterThere are at least three reasons why segmentation is required in a broadcast news indexingsystem like View4You. First, speech recognition technology usually requires segments of rela-tively short length as input. Any segmentation for which the maximum segment length does notexceed the capability of the speech recognizer, and that avoids cutting within words, satis�esthis requirement.Second, as speakers tend to repeat within a given news show, speaker adaptation schemescan be used to improve ASR performance. This is usually done by an initial segmenter run, fol-lowed by a clustering step that tries to group segments from one speaker together. The speakeradaptation for a given segment is carried out using all segments of the corresponding cluster. Asegmentation that is used for speaker adaptation needs to have a high segment purity, e.g. onesegment should contain only one single speaker and acoustic condition. A speaker turn can besegmented into two or more segments without harm, since over-segmentation is unproblematicdue to the clustering step.The third reason for segmentation in a BN retrieval system is user friendliness. For a givenquery topic, it is rarely an appropriate answer to return one complete, unsegmented news showand let the user decide which part of it is of interest. Ideally, the information system presentsonly the relevant parts. For this, however, the starting point and length of each story must bedetermined by the segmenter. Since it is disturbing to have either too short segments, wherepart of the information remains hidden, or too long segments where irrelevant information isdisplayed, the segment boundary must match the story boundary as exactly as possible.Recently, several groups have investigated the problem of segmenting broadcast news in thecontext of ARPA's hub-4 broadcast news transcription and understanding evaluations ((Wood-land et al, 1998) (Polymenakos et al, 1998)(Chen et al, 1998)(Wegmann et al, 1998)(Gauvain etal, 1998)(Sankar et al, 1998)(Siegler et al, 1997)(Wactlar et al, 1996)). The goal of the segmen-tation in the ARPA-supported experiments was mainly to provide a basis for speech recognitionand speaker adaptation, not to �nd the true story boundaries as required by a retrieval system.For the View4You segmentation, however, it is necessary to �nd the true story boundaries, andtherefore the evaluation in this paper measures how well di�erent segmenting approaches can�nd the story boundaries. The main di�erence to the more common segment purity or worderror rate based segmenter evaluations is, that oversegmentation matter in our case, but doesnot matter (much) if segment purity or WER is measured.
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Figure 3: Description of the segmenting problemThe di�erent approaches which have been used in the ARPA evaluations can be categorizedinto three classes (Chen et al, 1998):� Model-based segmentation. Di�erent models, e.g. Gaussian mixture models, are con-structed for a �xed set of acoustic classes, such as anchor speaker, music etc, using thetraining corpus. The incoming audio stream can be classi�ed by maximum likelihoodselection. Segment boundaries are assumed where a change in the acoustic class occurs.� Metric-based segmentation. The audio stream is segmented at maxima of the distancesbetween neighbouring windows placed in evenly spaced time intervals.� Energy-based segmentation. Silence in the input audio stream is detected either by adecoder or directly by measuring and thresholding the audio energy. The segments arethen generated by cutting the input at silence locations.All segmenting approaches are reported to work reasonably well for speech recognition andspeaker adaptation. However, no evaluation has yet been carried out to examine how well thedi�erent algorithms work when applied to the problem of �nding the true story boundaries.4.1 Evaluation metricsThe result of a segmentation can contain two possible types of error. Type-I-errors occur if atrue segment boundary has not been spotted by the segmenter (deletion). Type-II-errors occurif a found segment boundary does not correspond to a segment boundary in the reference (falsealarm, or segment insertion). The information retrieval community uses two closely relatednumbers, precision (PRC) and recall (RCL). Precision and recall can be expressed by Type-I-error rate and Type-II-error rate, and vice versa. They are de�ned asRCL = number of correctly found boundariestotal number of boundariesPRC = number of correctly found boundariesnumber of hypothesized boundariesMost segmentation algorithms can be made to work at di�erent operating points. Eachoperating point corresponds to a (PRC,RCL) pair. As the relative cost of a missed boundaryversus the cost of a false alarm depends on the application, a segmenter is fully characterizedby a plot of Precision over Recall for all possible operating points. Such a plot is referred to as



'receiver operator characteristic'.Sometimes it is desirable to have one single number for the performance of an algorithminstead of two. In such cases, the F-measure F is frequently used (Rijsbergen, 1979). It can beparameterized to put higher weight to either PRC or RCL. The neutral parametrization, wherePrecision and Recall are weighted equally, is used throughout this work. F is de�ned asF = 2 � PRC � RCLPRC +RCL (1)Like RCL and PRC, it is bounded between 0 and 1.The correct position of a segment boundary is not exactly de�ned. In most cases, twosegments are separated by a short period of silence. Any segment boundary within the silenceperiod should be regarded as correct. Therefore, a tolerance �t is de�ned. If a segment boundaryis hypothesized within the time interval t0 ��t < t < t0 +�t of the reference boundary t0, itis judged correct. For our experiments, we chose �t = 1.5 s.4.2 The View4You standard segmenterIn our system, we have evaluated all three approaches (model-based, distance based, andenergy based). We found, that a model-based approach performed best at medium level ofrecall. This approach has also the advantage of being computationally very e�cient. Therefore,we chose a model-based segmenter for the View4You system.In model-based segmentation (Woodland et al, 1998)(Sankar et al, 1998), a set of modelsfor di�erent acoustic classes is de�ned and trained prior to segmentation. The incoming au-dio stream is classi�ed using the models, usually imposing additional minimum class lengthconstraints. Boundaries between the classes are used as segment boundaries. Model-based seg-mentation assumes knowledge about the type of the audio that is to be segmented.In our model-based segmenter, a speech recognizer was used with a four-word dictionary('Anchor', 'Field', 'Music' and 'Silence'). The corresponding HMM states used diagonal vari-ance gaussian mixture models (GMMs) as emission probabilities. The GMMs were trained ontwo hours of manually labelled audio. The audio data used for training was disjunct from thefour newscasts used for testing. The number of mixture components per class was chosen ac-cording to table 1. By duplicating HMM states, a minimum word duration as shown in table 1was enforced. No state transition probabilities and no language model were used.In the acoustic preprocessing, 16 mel-spectral parameters were computed every 50 msec,using a 16 msec window. Although this parameterization does not make use of two thirds of thesignal, it performed equally well as compared to a frameshift of 10 msec, but requires only onethird of the computing time. Mel-cepstral parameters led to performance degradation and weretherefore replaced by the mel-spectral parameters. (Woodland et al, 1998) proposed to performMLLR adaptation on the segments resulting from the �rst run, and then re-run the segmenterwith the adapted models. However, using this method did not improve the performance on ourdata.The 'word' boundaries in the hypothesis of the recognizer were used as segment boundaries.Di�erent operating points could be achieved by changing the value of the word insertion penaltyduring the search: a high word insertion penalty led to fewer words in the hypothesis and hencefewer segment boundaries.The results for the operating point yielding the highest F-measure are shown in table 2.



class number of mixtures minimum lengthanchor speaker 128 5 sec�eld speech 128 5 secmusic 32 2.5 secsilence 2 0.2 secTable 1: Parameters for the model-based segmenterAlgorithm RCL PRC F-measuremodel-based 0.56 0.70 0.62Table 2: Performance of the model-based segmenter4.3 Alternative segmenting approachThe model-based segmenter is used as the standard segmenter in our system. In (Kemp etal, 2000), we present a new hybrid segmentation strategy, and compare the results of the newsegmenter to those of the three standard approaches. The hybrid segmentation outperforms theother methods, however at the cost of a very high computational load. The performance of thehybrid segmenting algorithm is given in table 3.Algorithm RCL PRC F-measurehybrid 0.67 0.94 0.79Table 3: Performance of the model-based segmenterFigure 4 summarizes the result of the evaluation of the four segmenting approaches. Formore details, see (Kemp et al, 2000).5 The View4You speech recognizerIn this section, we give a detailed description of the View4You speech recognizer which isused to generate the index for the video database.5.1 PreprocessingIn the preprocessing stage, 13 cepstral parameters are computed from 30 melscale �lter bankcoe�cients using a 16 ms (256 samples) Hamming window. The frame shift is chosen as 10 ms.A simple energy-based speech detection is performed, and cepstral mean subtraction is appliedwhere the cepstral mean is computed on the speech part of the signal only. The 13-componentvector is merged with its delta and delta-delta coe�cients into a 39-component intermediatefeature vector. This intermediate feature vector is then LDA-transformed (Fukunaga, 1990) tothe �nal 16-component feature vector. In all experiments described, we made use of vocal tractlength normalization (Zhan & Westphal, 1997), which warps the power spectrum to a referencevocal tract length before the computation of melscale �lter bank coe�cients takes place.
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Figure 4: Result of di�erent segmenting algorithms5.2 Dictionary and vocabularyThe recognition dictionary contains the 60788 most frequent words from the language modeltraining corpus (see table 4). For all but the most frequent 10000 words, dictionary variantswere discarded. The resulting recognition dictionary has 61685 entries. Words are representedas sequences of phones. The View4You system uses 44 di�erent base phones (including silence),which are derived from the SAMPA phoneset.Broadcast news, and especially the parts that are not read by the anchor speaker, is partlyspontaneous. To capture some of the e�ects of spontaneous speech, like e.g. hesitations, �vespecialized noise models were added to the phone set: two hesitation models, one generic modelfor breathing noise, one model for other noise originating from the human vocal tract, and onemodel for all other noises. The noise phones and the silence phone are assumed to be independentof the phonetic context and were therefore not subject to the decision-tree clustering processdescribed below. Each phone except the silence phone is further divided into three sub-phoneticunits, which correspond roughly to the onset, the static part, and the end of each phone. Theunderlying subphone HMM is a simple left-to-right three state HMM with self-loops but withoutskips. The silence phone is a one-state model with self-loop. All transition probabilities are equal,and no training of the transition probabilities took place.5.3 Acoustic and language modelsThe system uses context-dependent HMM acoustic models for each of the sub-phoneticunits. To achieve optimal state tying, a decision tree is constructed (Lee, 1988) for each of thesub-phonetic units using the training data and a set of linguistically oriented questions witha maximum context width of �1 phone. Therefore, each leaf of the decision tree represents adi�erent set of triphone contexts of the underlying sub-phonetic unit. The acoustic model foreach leaf is a mixture of 30 gaussians with diagonal covariances.The language model of the View4You recognizer is a standard Kneser-Ney backo� (Kneser &Ney, 1995) trigram language model built on the data described in table 4. The test set perplexityof the language model is 381. The OOV rate on the same test set is 4.43%. The language model



contains an UNKNOWN token which was also used in the computation of the perplexity.Corpus Number of sentences Number of wordstagesschau 10.442 113.328Germany Live 244.681 3.821.552Bayern 5 150.689 2.119.375FAZ 2.100.603 39.668.914SZ 1995 1.839.732 28.582.448SZ 1996 1.862.219 28.531.746sum 6.208.366 102.837.363Table 4: Text material used for the statistical 3-gram model5.4 DecoderIn evaluation mode, the decoder works in 7 passes. In the �rst pass, a tree structuredvocabulary without tree copies selects probable words for each starting point. This pass usesonly delayed bigrams and trigrams. Using the hypothesis from this pass, the vocal tract lengthnormalization parameter � is estimated, and the �rst pass is repeated with the normalized inputfeatures.The third pass uses a at, linear structured vocabulary allowing full bigrams and a bettertrigram approximation. In the fourth pass, the resulting back pointer table from the third pass ispruned and converted into a word lattice which can be rescored using the full trigram languagemodel. The �rst best hypothesis from the rescored lattice is the intermediate output of thesystem. The gamma (Kemp & Schaaf, 1997) con�dence measure is applied to the intermediateoutput, and all words with an a-posteriori likelihood of more than 0.5 are used to estimate threeMLLR (Legetter & Woodland 1995) transformation matrices. With the adapted models, steps(2) to (4) are repeated. The output from the �nal lattice rescoring pass with both VTLN andMLLR adaptation is taken as the �nal output of the system.5.5 E�ect of background noise on recognition performanceTo evaluate the e�ect of the di�erent types of noise found in the data, the word error ratefor each of the noise conditions was measured. For this, one single recognizer was trained on15.5 hours of manually transcribed broadcast news speech, i.e. no optimization with respect tonoise or channel condition was performed. The recognition results, which include both VTLNand MLLR adaptation, are summarized in table 5.category word error rateanchor speaker 11.9%music 20.1%street noise 23.0%conference noise 27.9%single 2nd speaker 30.5%other noise 29.5%Table 5: Dependency of error rate from background noiseThe highest word error rates are observed if there is one or more other speakers in the



background. This condition occurs typically when a public speech or announcement, given bya non-German speaker, is reported. The original - non-German - speech is lowered in volumewhile the German translation is played in the foreground. This combination of two speakersturns out to be particularly harmful to recognition performance. Background music has rel-atively low impact on word error rate, probably due to low confusability with actual speech.Conference noise, although consisting basically of the noise of many voices in the backgroundunder reverberating conditions, harms less than a single second speaker. This surprising resultcan be attributed to the fact that in our data this background noise level is typically lower thanthe volume of the 'single second speaker' condition.Street noise (demonstrations, riots, whistles, singing and the like) is the most commonbackground noise condition in our data. It is, however, signi�cantly easier to recognize thanbackground speakers.6 The information retrieval (IR) engineWe chose the Okapi similarity measure (Beaulieu et al, 1997) for our experiments. This measurehas been evaluated thoroughly in the context of NIST's TREC information retrieval contests(TREC), and has been found to be very powerful. The Okapi measure can be parameterized tomeet the special requirements of a given task. We use a parameterization that has been foundto be very good for short queries (Wilkinson et al, 1995):d(q; d) = Xt2Q^t2d0@ fd;tfd;t +q fdE(fd)1A log�N � ftft �= Okapi(k1 = 1; k2 = 0; k3 = 0; b = 1; r = 0; R = 0)where E(:) denotes the expected value, N is the number of documents in the collection, ft is thenumber of documents containing term t, fd;t is the frequency of term t in document d, and fd isthe number of terms in document d, which is an approximation to the document length. A termin this context is the same as a word, however, the 500 most frequent words ('I', 'other' andthe like) are excluded. Morphological stemming is applied to both the query and the databaserecords. The database engine computes the distance between a query and each article in thedatabase and returns the articles sorted in decreasing order of similarity to the query.7 End-to-end evaluationThe View4You system is a fully operational prototype of a video indexing machine. As onlyvery few such systems exist world-wide, it is particularly interesting to evaluate the system as awhole, as opposed to evaluating each of its components. In such an analysis, the imperfectionsof each component - segmenter, speech recognizer, and Information Retrieval engine - can beassessed and the impact on the end to end performance can be evaluated. In this section, wedescribe the results of our end to end evaluation experiments.7.1 Evaluation methodologyFor the evaluation, a database was automatically created by the View4You system by processinga set of TV broadcasts. Both steps of the database creation process - segmentation and speechrecognition - were carried out without any human intervention.A set of questions in natural language was de�ned (see below).To generate the reference, the database was segmented manually in two steps. In the �rststep, the newscasts were segmented into topic stories, where a segment boundary was inserted



only if the (semantical) topic of the segment changed. In the second step, the so de�ned segmentswere further segmented with respect to their acoustic background. A segment boundary wasintroduced whenever the acoustic background changed signi�cantly, e.g. from anchor speaker to�eld speech, or from conference noise to battle�eld noise (see �gure 3).Each of the so de�ned segments was then manually judged relevant or irrelevant with respect toeach of the test queries.During the evaluation, each of the queries was presented to the system and the segmentsthat were returned by the system were compared with the list of the segments that were judgedrelevant for this query. However, the interpretation of the results is not trivial. Most informationretrieval algorithms assign a relevance score to each of the segments, and return a list of segmentssorted by this relevance score. This list can sometimes comprise the whole database. Theevaluation result therefore depends on the number of resulting segments which are taken intoaccount during the evaluation. This number, however, cannot be chosen a priori, but dependson the - generally unknown - number of 'true hits' in the database.Due to this problem, there is no generally accepted single way to represent the results of aninformation retrieval evaluation. In the text retrieval literature (see, e.g., (TREC)), the resultsare usually presented in one or more of the following ways:� A plot of Precision (PRC) over Recall (RCL)� average Precision (avePRC), and� R-Precision.Average precision is de�ned as the average of the eleven values of PRC at Recall 0, 0.1,0.2, ..., 1.0. If a given Recall value cannot be accurately achieved, the corresponding precision isdetermined by interpolation. There is some freedom of choice for the PRC at Recall zero, whichcan be de�ned more or less arbitrarily. In our evaluation, we chose the PRC value computed atthe �rst found item.In our parameterization of the Okapi algorithm, many segments are assigned a relevance scoreof zero. The maximum possible value RCLmax, therefore, is obtained if all segments that havea nonzero relevance score are included into the evaluation. When computing average precision,the values for PRC are set to zero for all RCL values higher than RCLmax.R-Precision is de�ned as the PRC value which is obtained when the number of segments eval-uated is set to the number of 'true hits' in the database (with respect to the current query). Atthis operating point, PRC equals RCL and, from [1], also F.7.2 Evaluation with di�erent segmentationAll evaluation measures for information retrieval performance depend on the underlying seg-mentation. If the segment boundaries are di�erent between the reference segmentation and thesegmentation in the database under evaluation, a retrieved segment can be partially overlappingwith a true segment. The question is whether such a segment should be judged 'correct' or 'inerror'. If it is judged 'correct' merely if it fully covers a correct segment, the (degenerate) caseof no segmentation will usually provide the best result, which is clearly undesirable.To overcome this problem, we computed Precision and Recall based on time rather than onsegment basis. This is comparable to having a 'segmentation' into very short chunks of equalsize, say one second each, together with a manual judgement whether each of these one-secondchunks is relevant to the query or not. A result of RCL=0.7 does, therefore, not mean that 60%of all segments have been correctly retrieved, but that 60% of the audiovisual material that isavailable in the database has been correctly retrieved. This kind of evaluation has the additional



advantage, that long segments, which tend to carry more information than short ones, are im-plicitely weighed higher when PRC and RCL are computed. Evaluation by time also penalizesunder-segmentation. If a segment is too long and spans both over the real segment and overparts of the neighbouring segments, the PRC will degrade in a time-based evaluation paradigm- in contrast to the classical segment-based paradigm. Since the user does not want to skimthrough irrelevant material, it seems reasonable to reect such an e�ect in the result.All evaluations described in this paper were therefore carried out as follows.Each of the segments from the reference was temporally aligned and transformed into a timerange. For each of the retrieved segments, the time covered by this segment was computed andcompared to the reference. Both the overlap - where the retrieved segment was judged relevant- and the non-relevant portions of the retrieved segments are accumulated in separate variables.This process is repeated for each segment under consideration. At the end, PRC and RCL arecomputed from the total time spent in correctly retrieved portions of video, the total time ofrelevant material in the database (taken from the reference), and the total time spent in portionsof the video that were not relevant wrt the query.7.3 Averaging over the queriesBoth PRC and RCL are well de�ned for a single query. For a set of queries, however, the resultscan be averaged in one of two di�erent ways. In the user-oriented view, the values of PRC andRCL - one of each per query - are averaged. The result can be interpreted as the expected valuesfor PRC and RCL for the next query. In the system view, the relevant time that was correctlyfound (and, separately, the irrelevant time presented to the user) are added up over all queries.PRC and RCL are computed from this global sum. This view can be interpreted as the expectedvalue for PRC and RCL for each second of the system's output. If the amount of data which isavailable in the database has the same length for all queries, the user-oriented and the systemview are identical. Otherwise, the system view puts more emphasis towards queries where morematerial is available in the database.The choice for one of the views is dependent on the application. In our research, we chose theuser-oriented view to avoid a bias towards or against any of our queries.Question setThe set of questions that was used in the evaluation was determined in the following way. Severalnaive users were asked to query the system, and their questions were used in the evaluation.The questions (translated from German) are summarized in table 6.1 Are there reports about Jerusalem?2 Will Helmut Kohl run for chancellor again?3 I want to know the winning numbers of the Lottery!4 Is there anything about Benyamin Netanyahu?5 I am interested in anything that recently happened in Africa!6 What is the situation in Albany?7 What are the results of the National Soccer League?8 Are there any reports about refugees?9 I'd like to see reports about President Herzogs visit to Japan!10 Is there anything new in the Mykonos trial?Table 6: Questions used in the evaluation



Test databaseFor the evaluation experiments, 10 news shows broadcast between April 3, 1997 and April 12,1997, were used. This test database contained 174 di�erent stories (when segmenting on thesemantical level), and 365 segments when segmentation according to background noise conditionwas performed. 62 stories or 163 segments were judged relevant with respect to one or more ofthe queries.The test database is relatively small. Therefore, in the �rst set of experiments, we did notcompute average precision and R-precision, but carried out the evaluation based on all segmentsthat were assigned a nonzero relevance by the system. This operating point is the one thatwould be chosen by a user who puts his emphasis on recall.7.4 Result with manual segmentation and error-free speech recognitionIn a �rst experiment, we used the manually generated story boundaries as segmentation,and simulated a 100% speech recognition accuracy by using the (manual) transcriptions. Inthis situation, all errors that are being made by the system originate from imperfections ofthe information retrieval engine. In a second experiment, we further segmented the semanticalstories into portions of homogeneous noise conditions, e.g., into one part from the anchor speakerand one other part from an interviewer in the �eld. This segmentation was performed by hand,simulating a perfect acoustic segmenter. Again, the transcriptions were used to simulate aperfect speech recognizer. The results are summarized in table 7.Segmentation PRC RCL Fmanual (stories) 0.72 0.79 0.75manual (acoustic segments) 0.84 0.46 0.60Table 7: Result with di�erent manual segmentation using transcriptionsEven with perfect segmentation and perfect speech recognition, the performance of the sys-tem is not good. This can be attributed to two main factors.Reasons for low recall (RCL) The main reason for low recall is the lack of backgroundknowledge. A segment about a ood in Uganda is not considered relevant with respect to thekeyword 'Africa', because the system does not know that Uganda is situated in Africa. Similarly,the system does not see a relationship between the Soccer league and a report about the 'gamebetween Karlsruher SC and Hertha BSC Berlin'. To overcome this problem, a thesaurus can beused.Reasons for low precision (PRC) The main reason for low precision is the lack of se-mantical analysis of the user query. The information retrieval algorithm treats each word in thequery as an independent, implicitely OR'ed term. For some queries, however, this is inadequate.Most of the degradation in precision in the query about, e.g., President Herzogs visit in Japan,is due to found reports about President Herzogs visits elsewhere, or reports about Japan, oreven reports about other Presidents.The easiest way to overcome this problem would be to put the load onto the user by requiringhim to enter a boolean expression instead of a natural language query (e.g. \President Herzog"AND \Japan" AND \visit").7.5 Result with manual segmentation and speech recognitionWe evaluated the system using the same manual segmentation into acoustically de�nedsegments as before, but used a speech recognizer to generate the transcripts. The word error



rate of the speech recognizer, determined on an independent test set, was 22.7%. The result isshown in table 8.Segmentation SR error rate PRC RCL Fmanual (acoustic segments) 0% (transcriptions) 0.84 0.46 0.60manual (acoustic segments) 22.7% 0.81 0.43 0.56Table 8: Result with manual segmentation and automatic speech recognitionAlthough every �fth word in the resulting hypothesis is wrong, the end to end performanceis not seriously a�ected. This �nding is in accordance with results published by the Informediagroup at CMU (see, e.g., (Wactlar et al, 1996)).7.6 Result with automatic segmentation and speech recognitionIn another set of experiments, the impact of the segmentation on the end to end performancewas evaluated. For this, two di�erent segmentation algorithms - the model based algorithmand the hybrid algorithm - were applied to the input data. In both cases, automatic speechrecognition was used to obtain the transcriptions. The result is given in table 9.Segmentation PRC RCL Fmodel-based 0.78 0.34 0.48hybrid 0.68 0.44 0.54Table 9: Result with di�erent automatic segmenters and automatic speech recognitionThe quality of the segmentation strongly a�ects the end to end performance of the system.E�ect of the operating point of the segmenter The segmenter can be parameterizedto �nd most of the true boundaries at a relatively high level of false boundary hypotheses, orto �nd only a smaller percentage at a low level of false alarms. It is interesting to see how thisparameterization a�ects the end to end performance. In table 10, the results are given for threedi�erent parameterizations of the segmenter.Segmenter PRC Segmenter RCL Segmenter F end to end PRC end to end RCL end to end F0.687 0.851 0.760 0.68 0.44 0.540.722 0.738 0.730 0.58 0.48 0.530.947 0.674 0.787 0.57 0.54 0.55Table 10: End to end results results with di�erent operating points of the hybrid segmenterObviously, an increase in the F-measure of the segmenter translates into an increase of theend to end performance of the system as a whole.7.7 E�ect of the speech recognition performanceIn order to shed some additional light on the e�ect of the speech recognition performance onthe end to end result, we repeated the evaluation using two di�erent speech recognition systems.The �rst one was the best system we had available at this time, running at an overall errorrate of 21.5% on the independent test set. The other one was taken from an early experimentalstage and performed signi�cantly worse (at 33.7% word error rate) The results with the threedi�erent speech recognizers are given in table 11.



Segmentation SR error rate PRC RCL Fmodel-based 21.5% 0.78 0.37 0.50model-based 23.7% 0.78 0.34 0.48model-based 33.7% 0.77 0.29 0.42Table 11: Results using di�erent speech recognition systems7.8 SummaryTable 12 summarizes the results.Segmentation SR error rate PRC RCL Fmanual (semantic stories) 0% (transcriptions) 0.72 0.79 0.75manual (acoustic segments) 0% (transcriptions) 0.84 0.46 0.60manual (acoustic segments) 23.7% 0.81 0.43 0.56hybrid 23.7% 0.68 0.44 0.54model-based 23.7% 0.78 0.34 0.48model-based 21.5% 0.78 0.37 0.50model-based 33.7% 0.77 0.29 0.42Table 12: Summary of resultsFrom this, we draw the following conclusions.� The highest impact on the F-score (25% absolute) is due to the information retrievalcomponent of the system.� Segmentation is important: switching from semantic stories to acoustically de�ned seg-ments degrades the performance by 15% absolute. Using a suboptimal segmentation algo-rithm degrades the performance by another 8% absolute.� A speech recognizer with an error rate of 23.7% causes a degradation of only about 4%.However, at 33.7% word error rate, the loss is roughly 10%.7.9 Increasing the size of the databaseIt is of considerable interest to study the e�ect of a larger database on these results. Forthis, we manually segmented, transcribed, and judged (with respect to the queries) another 55news show recordings, broadcast between Summer 1997 and Summer 1998. We then re-ranthe experiments on this larger testset of approximately 15 hours of speech. As a result of theincreased size of the database, we could no longer use the whole list that was returned by thesystem in the evaluation. The results are therefore given in terms of R-precision. It should,however, be kept in mind that all results are time-based rather than segment-based to allowcomparisons between di�erent segmentations.The new results are summarized in table 13.Segmentation SR error rate R-precision (equals F)manual (acoustic segments) 0% (transcriptions) 0.45manual (acoustic segments) 22.7% 0.43hybrid 22.7% 0.39model-based 22.7% 0.30Table 13: Summary of results on 65 news shows
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